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Let G denote the complement of a graph G, and x(G),/31(G),/3o(G), an(G), aI(G) denote 
respectively the chromatic number, line-independence number, point-independence number. 
point-coverine, numbe~:' line-covering number of G. Nordhaus and Gaddum showed tha~ f¢?r 
any graph G of order p, {2~ p} ~ x(G) + x(G) ~< p+ 1 and p ~ x(G). x(G) ~ [(½(p + !)) ]. Recently 
Chartrand and Schuster have given the corresponding inequalities for the indepcnder~c,c 
numbers c,f any g~'aph G. However, combining their result with Gallai's well-known formu~ 
/3 ~(G)+crI(G ) = p, one is not able to deduce the analoguous bounds for line-covering number~ 
of G and G, since GaUai's formula holds only if G contains no isolated vertex. The purp~'-~' of 
tb s note is to improve the results of Chartrand and Schuster for line-independence number0~ fc,~ 
graphs where both G and (~r contain no isolated ~'ertices and thereby allowing us to use Ga~lai'; 
fo,~nula to get tt, e conesponding bounds for the line-covering numbers of G. 
! .  
We consider undirected graphs with r~o loops and multiple edges. Let (] denof  
t;le complement of a graph G, and x(G), I~I(G), ~3o(G), ae(G), a~((;) de,or(: 
r~spectively the chromatic number,  l ine- independence number, p~i~t. 
independence number,  point-covering number,  l ine-covering number of G. Nor- 
dhaus and Gaddum showed that for any graph G of order p the re!lowing 
inequalities hold: 
{2,f~} <~x(CS)+ x(~)<~p+ 1,
p ~< x(G)"  x(t~) ~< [(½(p + 1))2]. 
Recently Chartrand and Schuster have given the corresponding inequalitie,~ f~~r 
line independence numbers of any graph G. However,  combining their re.~ul!: wi~h 
GaUai's wel l -known formula [3~(G)+oq(G)=p, one is not able to dedlJce ~,~v= 
analogous bounds for l ine-covering numbers of G and G, since Gall,~i's h~rm~l.'~ 
holds only i f  G contains no isolated vertex° The purpose of this note is In improve 
the results of Chartrand and Schuster for l ine- independence numbers for grapb~ 
where both G arm .G contain :~o isolated vertices and thereby allowing us to u~;e 
Gallai 's l'ormtda to get the corresponding bounds for the l ine-covering numbers of 
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2. 
For definitions and notations ee [41~. The following theorem is due to Ct~ar- 
trand and Schuster [2]. 
Theorem 2.1 (Chartrand and Schuster [2]). For any g~~.,ph G of order p 
(ii) 0 .~i ~(G)"  ~(G)  -<.. ~p]~. 
,;vh .... was announced in t~]. Our main result is the following • a,q, r, 
'theorem 2.2. I f  G and G (of order p ~ 4) both having no isolated vertices, then 
(i) [{-p]+'2 ~t3~(G)+ (31(d)~2~p], 
(ii) 21tp] ~ I[~t(Cl) " ~ i (0 )  ~ [1p]2: 
First we prove the following lemmas: 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a graph of order p, containing no isolated vertices. If  V(G) 
,:an be decomposed into ~wo sets V, .and V2 where (V:)=K;k, (V2)= ~p-2k and 
13~ ( G ) = k, then, no two distinct vertices of V2 can be adjacent ~o two distinct vertices 
of V~. 
Proof. Suppose two distinct ve~ices u2 and va in V'2 are adjacent respectively to
two distinct vertices u~ and v~ in V~. Tl-e edges (uz, u2), (v~, va) together with the 
k -  1 independent tfi~es of K2~-{u~, v~} then form an independent set of lines 
contradicting 8~(G)= k. 
I~mma 2,,4. I f  ¢11(G)+ ¢~((~)=[½p], then either G or G has an isolated vertex. 
P~mf. Let tS,(G)= k, then t81(G)= [½p]-k. Let G1 denote the subgraph of G 
induced by the 2k vertices containing a set of k independent lines. Let G2 denote 
the subgraph containiag the remaining p7 2k mutually non-adjacent vertices. In 
G, G2=g'0_..2k. Since 13,(G2)= ~1(Ko-2k)=[½p]-k, and 13~(G)= [~p]-k, no two 
vertices of (31 are adjacent. Hence G, .'is a K2k. Since G has no isolated vertex 
a~id Ge is a set of p -  2k mutually non-adjacent vertices, every vertex of G:~ must 
be adjacent to at least one vertex of G~. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a verlex v in 
G~ adjacent o all the vertices of G2 and hence deg (v, G)=p"  1 making v an 
isolated vertex in (~, a contradiction. 
Le~ 2.5.: I~':G and G both have n~J, isolated vertices, then gt(G)+&((~)~ >: 
[~p]+2, and this is the best possible bour~d. . . . .  " 
Proof. By Theorem 2.t and I~e.mma 2.4, ¢l~(G)~fli((~)~[~p]÷.i. Supposel 
~ (G) +/3~(G) = [~p] + l and let/3~fG) -k ;  then 13~ ((~) =[~p] ÷ I --k. Let G~ and 
G~ be subgraphs of G as described in Lemnia 2& In Gi sin,~e tqtG,)- -  
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/31(Kp-z~,) =~iP]" k, G1 can have. atmost one independent line, othe~'avise B~(G) > 
[½p]-k + 1. If G1 has no indet~endent line, t~ I =/(2~, and thus G~ = K2k and 
G2 =/~-2k- Ely Lemma 2.3 all vertices of G2 are adjacent o one vertex x in G~ 
and thus deg (x, G) = 0. So G1 contains exactly one independent line. Clearly if 
Kr ~= G1; then 2~ < r~ 3. We consider the following cases. 
Case a: /(3 c 01. 
Case b: K~., c G1. 
Case a: In G then, G1 consists of Kar:-~ and three mutually non-adjacent 
vertices W = {w~, Wa, w3} such that each of the w~, i = 1,2, 3 is joined to all the 
vertices of K2k-3, and G2 =/(p-2k. 
We consider the subcases k > 3, and k ~< 3. 
Subcase k > 3. (i) If ~vo distinct vertices u, v of G:z are joined one to a vertex 
xl in K2k-3 and the other say v te one of w~, say w~, tl-.~en the lines (v, w~), (~, x~) 
and ~:wo independent lines joining Wa, w3 with distinc~ vertices of K2~.-:, together 
with the remaining k -3  indepeadent lines of K2k-~ constitute a set of k +1 
independent lines contradicting /3~(G) = k. 
(ii) If two distinct vertices u, v of G2 are joined to two distinct vertices w~, say 
w~, w~ respectively, then the lines (u, w~), (v, w2) and a line joining w3 to a vertex 
of K2k-3, together with the remaining k -2  independent lines of K2~.-3 form. a se~ 
of k + 1 independent lines. 
(iii) If two distinct vertices u, v in Ga are joined to two distinct vertices x~, x2 in 
K:k-3 in G~, then the lines (v, x~), (v, Xa), three independent lines ioining v,,, 
i = 1, 2, 3 with three distinct vertices of K2k._ 3 (since k > 3, K2k3 has at lea~t 5 
vertices) toge~ther with the remaining k -4  independent lines of Ka~ 3 form a set 
of k + i independent lines. 
Thus either (A) all the vertices of Ge are adjacent o one vertex x in K~ ~, ir~, 
which case deg (x, G) = p - 1, making x an isolated vertex of G~ or (B) al~ vertices 
of Gz are adjacent o only one vertex in {w~, We, w3}, ;ay w~. Then, in ~3, all 
vertices of G:: are joined to alt vertices of G~ except w~. If p-2k  ~2k-2 ,  the~. 
/3~(G)~>p-2i'~+t contradicting /3~(G)=[~p] -k+l .  If p -2k>2~-2 ,  d~n 
[3~(G)>-2k-2+[½(p-2k-2k +2)] giving ~:~(G)~[½p]-l.  But then 1~-'-2 a con- 
tradiction. 
Subcasek~;3. Clearly k# ~_, since if k = 1, then G1 is a Kz and G2 =/(p-z and 
vertices of G~ must be adjacent o a unique vertex x of K~ making x an isolate i~ 
O. 
Suppose k =2, then G~ ha,~; two h~dependent edges and G, has 4 verlices, 
which implies that G: cannot have a K3. 
So, suppose k = 3. G~ then consists of as before W={w~, w~, wA and K~ ,: 
{xl, x2, x~} where no two w's are adjacent and each w, is adjacent o all x~ and 
Ga=Rv_6. Since k=3,  p~6.  If p=6,  then all x/s become isolate in (~. Thus 
p >7.  If p = 7, then Ga contains only one vertex u which must be adjace~t to all x~ 
in G, otherwise x~'s will be isolates in G. But then the line (u, x~) and a line 
(w~, w~) in G are independent contradicting/3~(G) = [7] -2  = 1. Therefore, p ;~ 8 
and hence G:~ must contain at least two vertices u, v. 
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(i) Ii! in G two distinct verti:ces u, v are joined one to a verte x of K3 .,ay xt and 
one to a vertex w~ in W, then lines (u, xO, (v, w~), (x3, w3) and (x2, u!~.) form an; 
independent set of lines contradicfi!~ig/3~(G) = 3. 
(ii) If u¢~- in G2 are joined to two:distinct vertices in W say (u, wl), ~(v, wa) are 
edges of G, then again these lines together with (x~, x3), (x2, w3) are independent 
contradicting /3~(G) = :3. 
So suppose (iii) u~ v in G~. are jciined to two distinct vertices in X ,.say (~;, x~) 
at~d (v, x.,) are eJ.ges in G. Also fo r every x~ of/£3 there must exist a u~- :ii~. Ge, :~tlch 
that, (x~, ~.~)~! E(G),  otherwise x~ will. be isolate in (}. Again i:f all the vertice~ x, 
are non-adjacent to a vertex u' in G:,, then id becomes isolate in (~. t~ence., there 
exist a,: least two inde~i'~endent dges connecting X and C,2 = Kp_,~ in ;~ o.  But th~n, 
these two indep-ande~t lines and a !in_e of W say (w~, w3) together with ~;he 
reraainim,~.~ [½p]--¢ ind~'~pendent lines of K~.-6~ form a s,~t of [:,:p]t _ 1 ~.ndependent 
~ines in G contradicti.~;g ~,~s ~3,A ~-~ =- r!,.,l _ 9 . . . .  L2~3 ~*  
Thus either (X) a~l vertices of G2 are adjacent to one vertex x~ (say) in 
K~.. = {x.~, xz, .~a_} b. whk:h case x~ becx',mes i olate in C-i or (B') all vertices of G~ are 
adjacent o one ~ertex w~ (say) in Wi Then in ~ all vertices of G~ are joined to all 
vertices of C~ exce])~.: w~. If  p - -6>4,  then t31(G" ~4+[½(1; -10)]=[½p]- - i  a 
contradiction. If p -6 :~4,  then p=3,  9 or 10 (since p>~8). If p =g or 9, then 
13~(d) ~-" 3 contradicts: ~(C , )= 2. If p = 10, then 13~(G)~> 4 con~xad~cts" (3~ (,G) "~" = 3. 
Case b: Clearly n = 2k - 1 is impr~,:~sibte, since G~ has k indepemlent lines so (i) 
~=2k 2 or (ii) l~<.n<2k-2 .  We give, the proof for (i). Proof for (ii) is 
analogous to (i) and is omitted here.. 
(i) G:~ contains K:,~,~_~. Let x be '~he vertex of the star K1,ak-~. Let y be the 
unique ve~:tex in V((=~0 such that b~, Y)¢ E(O 0. Then G~ contains K~k__:: and 
"~ If u ~-V((~) and u ~ x. y, then (y, u)~ E(~0,  other- edge (x, y) and G2 = ~,-a~ . . . .  
wise (~.t c~n~!ains more than one inde, pendent line. But since deg (y, (3)¢ 0, there 
exists a vertex w~ Vt'.G2) such that (y, W)~E((.~). But G~=[(v-z~ and since 
p -2k  ;--'2, there ex.~sts w' ~ w in  ('.ia (after relabel[ing, i f  necessary) 'such that 
(w', u)cE(C~O for some u¢  y in G~. Again k >~2, so we can cheose v e V(d~) 
such that u¢" w~ y, and (x,:v)e E((~:). Then the three independent li:aes {(x, v), 
(u, w'), (y, w)} together with/3t(Ko_~.~: "{w, w'}) tines give [½p]- k + 2 independent 
fines of G which is ~mpossible. He~ee w' is adjacent to each point u ~ V(G~) 
except IXossibty x and y. Now we have either (a) (w, x) e E(G) or (b) (w. b) ~. N(G) 
for some b ,s V(G~) with y¢  b~ x, 
If (a), for ~,; ~i; V(G~)-{x, y}, we have (u, w ' )~ ' (G) .  Thus the lines (i~; w'), (x,w) 
together with the /3~(K)~k__~-{u}) lines give k + 1 independent lines co:o.tradicting 
~(o)  = k~ 
I]' :(b), since 2k -  1 ~ 3,, choose u ~ V(G0,  wit~t (u, v/) ~ E(G)~ (x, u) ¢ E(G) and 
u ~ b. "Ilaen again the lines {(x, y), (w; b), (u, w')} together with: the ~3~(K~_~- 
{b, u, y~)iine,,l; form a k ÷.1 independent setof / l ines Contradicting/31(G) = k. 
To  verify ~ihat:there xists G for which /3i(G)+/3~(G)----[½p_~+2, iiake G as 
Shown in .Fig: 1. Then/3:~(G)=2, and/3i((~)=[~p]; ~ . . . . .  . 
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Proof of Th~mrem 2.2. From Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 ti~e bounds of (i) and 
the upper bound of (ii) follow immediately. To prove the lower bound oF (ii), nate 
that /31(G)" BL(G) g minimum, when one of the factors !:~ minimum, say (3~(G~, 
and since ~3:(G)~ 2, /3,(G)./31(G) is minimum when /3,(G)= 2. But by lkmm~ 
2.5, /31(G) ÷/31((~) I> [½p]+ 2, which implies/31(G) i> [{P~i, and hence the result. 
Theorem 2.6. For arty graph (~ of order p ~'- 4, such that both G and G contain no 
isolated vertices, we have the following: 
(i) 2[½(p + 1)] < a l (G)  + a~((~-) ~< {~p}- 2; 
(ii) [½(p + 1)]'- ~< a~(G)" a:L(G) ~< [½{3p}._ 1]{½{~p}- 1}. 
Proof. GaUai [3] showed that if G and G contain no isolated vertices, then 
a,(G)+ ~(G)= p and a~(C~)+/3~(G) = p. Thus, since ~,t~r)~L~,P =--,,'~, 
[½(p+l)], the lower bounds in (i) and (ii) fol!ow directiy. By Theorem 2.2 ai,c~ 
Gallai's formula the upper bound of (i) follows. 
Now, if the sum of two positive integers a~(G) and c~(G) is {~p}-2, their 
product is maxirnura, wheaever (say) a~(G)=" '  . . . .  ~ u,'~' ~<~-' ~} 
Thus, a , (G)  ~- --< ' ~  . • a ,  cS) -~ [~{~p}- l ]{~{3p}- 1}. 
Theorem 2.7. For any integer p ~4 there exists graphs G, H of order p ~wne ~[ ~!w 
graphs G, Cr, H or tSl having any isolated vertex, 
(i) oq(a)= a ,((~) = [½(p + 1)1, 
(ii) a , (H)  + a~.(/2/) = {~p}- 2. 
Proof. To verif? (ii) take,. H as given in Fig. t, where a , (H)~ p--2 ar~(~ , :  ~i~ .... 
.[~p}. 
For (i), it! p i~ even G=:Ko/2.pn has a~(G)=o:~(G)=[~(p ~- ] -!, Ii p i.~ odd, :}~ 
bipartite graph G=B~p+~)/z.(f,-~)!2 edges of which ~rc disjoint unkm of 
K(p-1)/2.(~-~)/a and /'22 serves the purpose (see Pig, 2). 
/ i -  . . . . . . . . . . .  -.,,, / 
/ / /  
(:~: (Kp- lp - !  ~ 
Fig. 2. 
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Remark :;Lg, The existence of  ~!aphs G of order p Mth both G, 6 :ha,,ing [no 
iSoi!ated ivertic~s with ai (G) '  0!~(~:~')equal ~0the upper bound in (~?ii) of Tlaeorem 
2:6i is guaranteed tiy the examp e given for (il) of Theorem 2,7. 
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